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A World Without Horizons
exactEarth Ltd. is the leading supplier of global vessel information for maritime
domain awareness solutions.
Using world leading vessel detection technology, combined with the most powerful
constellation of AIS satellites, exactEarth delivers real-time global information on
maritime vessels carrying standard AIS transponders. The exactEarth constellation
of satellites and patented advanced signal processing provides the highest quality
vessel detection capability. Capturing significantly more vessels, more often, than
any other space-based system, exactEarth delivers an unrivalled view of the global
maritime picture.
Offering fully secure data in a variety of industry standard formats and delivery
methods, the exactEarth service can be easily integrated into existing operational,
C2, or geospatial intelligence business processes and systems.
The exactEarth services offers real value across a wide range of maritime
applications including Search and Rescue, Security and Surveillance, Environmental
Protection and Fleet Monitoring, delivering operational efficiencies, enhanced
security, and critical time sensitive information when needed most.

exactEarth Products & Services
As the leading source for Satellite AIS data delivery, exactEarth has thousands of
users on six continents ranging from national governments, coast guards, safety
administrations, navies, and a wide variety of commercial companies. Combined
with our expertise in satellite technology, is a passion to improve maritime situational
awareness. exactEarth vessel tracking services provide enhanced maritime domain
awareness for improved vessel management, scheduling, environmental protection,
search and rescue operations, and defence and border security applications.
Through a variety of products and services, exactEarth provides the most advanced
location-based information on maritime traffic available today. exactEarth provides
the flexibility needed to help customers get exactly the information they need, when
they need it.

powered by Harris

As a result of the alliance between exactEarth and L3Harris Technologies, real-time
global vessel tracking is now a reality, providing unprecedented performance for all
your global AIS and maritime information needs.
Leveraging 65 hosted payloads on the Iridium NEXT constellation, global, continuous,
real-time satellite AIS coverage is provided with exactView RT powered by Harris.

Key Features͗
• Global average revisit less than 1 minute.
• Customer data latency less than 1 minute.
• Reliable detection of both Class A and
Class B AIS messages, including small
vessels equipped with exactTrax
transceivers.
• Enabled for the future evolution of AIS to
support VDES and other initiatives in the
maritime VHF band.

Benefits͗
• Providing you with the single source
of truth for all your AIS data
needs.
• Immediate awareness of maritime
incidents in your waters.
• Maximize the efficiency of your
resources using the most complete
and up-to-date vessel picture
available.

exactView RT powered by Harris combines continuous global satellite coverage,
instantaneous downlinking of AIS information, patented message processing for best-inclass vessel detection rates and an architecture that not only allows for real-time data
delivery, but also provides significant flexibility and re-programmability that can
adapt to the ever-changing maritime industry.
These advancements represent the most optimized global satellite AIS solution.

exactAIS®
exactAIS provides a global capability for monitoring all AIS-equipped vessels using a
combination of hosted AIS payloads and own satellite constellation and global network
of ground stations. As we receive and process each AIS messages at our data centre in
Canada, we forward these messages instantly to our customers via a secure internet
link. The messages are provided in one of several industry standard formats that are
compatible with existing vessel tracking systems. Our data is streamed securely,
quickly and continuously, enabling you to monitor any area of the planet for vessel
traffic like never before. We process, timestamp and distribute all received AIS
messages in your Area of Interest (AOI) or vessel list, providing you with all the vessel
information you need.
exactAIS is available on flexible subscription periods with pricing based on your Area of
Interest or List of Vessels.
Key Features:
• Complete detailed tracking of all AIS equipped vessel
movements regardless of location
• Full and complete view of the maritime domain picture in a
single dataset
• Provides better and more accurate information for all aspects
of maritime planning and analysis operations

Unlike other Satellite AIS providers, exactEarth provides a full range of services to enhance the
value of exactAIS, such as in-house expert software teams, customized data feeds, global sales
and support organization, and a 24/7 monitored Operations Centre.

ExactAIS® Density Maps™

exactEarth offers density maps made to your specifications, removing the complexity,
time and effort out of turning millions of AIS messages into actionable map
data.
Mapping density shows the concentration of features per area and is useful for
showing general patterns in vessel traffic. Density maps are an effective tool
to understand a specific area quickly and visualize where the prominent traffic
patterns are located.
Standard density maps are available as:
• Downloadable Shape files
• Broken down as 1/4 x 1/4 degree cells, by month, and your Area of
Interest
• Each downloadable density map cell includes total vessel counts and
provides a subset of our vessel type (cargo, tanker, fishing, passenger,
and other

exactEarth has created a revolutionary solution for
monitoring all small vessels across the globe-this small
vessel tracking solution combines exactTrax technology
enabled transponders with the exactTrax data
service.

exactTrax is a unique new technology which enables the transmissions from AIS
Class B and exactTrax enabled AIS transceivers to be reliably received by the
exactEarth global satellite network. This technology allows for the
consistent and effective tracking of any small vessel.
Key Features:
• Extended small vessel tracking beyond traditional
coastal surveillance of 50nm
• Higher detection rates for small vessels than ever
possible before (combining exactTrax technology with
patented Spectrum Decollision Processing techniques
from exactEarth results in the highest and most
consistent detection levels)
• Additional vessel behavior insight as each message
received will contain a 4.5 hour vessel track, its current
position, speed, direction etc.
• Seamless integration with existing operational systems
as position reports are delivered in recognizable
formats such as NMEA

exactTrax and exactTrax enabled transponders ensure a higher level of safety in
our oceans, offering a real benefit to maritime domain awareness. Now any boat,
regardless of size, can be equipped with the proper tools for efficient
tracking and monitoring.

ExactAIS® Archive
exactEarth has been collecting operational AIS data from the exactAIS® service
dating back to July 5, 2010. All this data is available to customers up to 1 day
prior to the current date. The Archive currently contains an historical record of
all global shipping activity back to July 2010. This includes billions of AIS messages
as well as tracking of over 600,000 unique vessels annually.
exactEarth provides flexible access to the Archive as historical data can be extracted
using a wide selection of criteria including:
Date and Time Range
AIS Message
Ship MMSI List

Ship Type
Geographical Area
Country

Key Features:
• Allow for comprehensive vessel tracking on a global scale
• Provides a basis for analysis of global ship movements and allows
authorities to establish safer and more optimal route
• Improved ship modeling for behavior predication reduces the risk of
incident

exactAIS Archive represents the most complete record of AIS vessel movements
on a global scale. With access to this Archive, customers can exploit the rich exactAIS
data set to gain improved historical insight and knowledge for their maritime
areas of interest.

exactEarth® ShipView
exactEarth ShipView™ is an easy-to-use, modern web-based viewing tool that gives
users access to global ship positions produced by the exactAIS® data service.
ShipView is a comprehensive vessel tracking and analysis tool perfect for utilizing
exactAIS without the added effort of integrating the data feed into existing
operational display systems. Users can access ShipView from anywhere, at any
time to gain greater visibility into all maritime traffic currently traversing our
oceans. With a rich set of filtering and analysis tools, ShipView provides an
unmatched view of maritime traffic and the information needed to make critical
maritime operational decisions easier and faster than ever before.
Key Features:
• Increase operation efficiencies with instant access to
dynamic, comprehensive and accurate ship information
over the internet
• Improve decision making with instant alerting tools that
allow for authorities to make timely and critical decisions
• Enhanced maritime monitoring with Ship Location, Ship
Course, MMSI, Ship Speed and a 3-year track lookback

ShipView brings all a whole host of features together to enhance the viewing
experience and with a rich set of filtering and analysis tools, it allows for
on-the-fly complex analysis and reports to drive informed maritime operational
decisions.

Founded in 2009, exactEarth was established for the purpose of making
Satellite AIS data services available to the global maritime market. Based in
Cambridge, Ontario, Canada, exactEarth leverages advanced satellite technology
to deliver vessel monitoring solutions characterized by high performance,
reliability, security, and simplicity. exactEarth is a leading organization in the
field of global Automatic Identification System vessel tracking, collecting the
most comprehensive ship monitoring data and delivering the highest quality
information to customers around the world.
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